ABSTRACT The main goal of proactive security is to prevent attacks before they happen. In modern information systems it largely depends on the vulnerability management process, where prioritization is one of the key steps. A widely used prioritization policy based only upon a common vulnerability scoring system (CVSS) score is frequently criticised for bad effectiveness. The main reason is that the CVSS score alone is not a good predictor of vulnerability exploitation in the wild. Therefore, the aim of the research in this field is to determine in what way we can improve our prediction abilities. Clearly, software vulnerabilities are commodities used by attackers. Hence, it makes sense considering their characteristics in vulnerability prioritization. In contrast, one should be able to measure and compare the effectiveness of various policies. Therefore, an important goal of this paper was to develop an evaluation model, which would allow such comparisons. For this purpose, we developed an agent-based simulation model which measures the exposure of information system to exploitable vulnerabilities. Besides, some policies which take into account human threats were defined and then compared with the most popular existing methods. Experimental results imply that the proposed policy, which is based on CVSS vectors and attacker characteristics, achieves the highest effectiveness among existing methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
Vulnerabilities in software represent a serious risk for contemporary information systems (IS). According to the National Vulnerability Database (NVD), 1 which maintains records of all acknowledged vulnerabilities of software products on the market, more than 90,000 vulnerabilities have been discovered since 1997. Secunia Research [1] , which applies different approach to recording, reported 17,147 new vulnerabilities in 2016. This number shows a 33% increase in the five year trend. These high numbers prove that discovering vulnerabilities has become an extremely widespread activity and therefore, new threats are constantly being faced.
So as to maintain IS secure and to keep the costs of security within limited budgets, companies are forced to manage risks by applying various approaches. Since each vulnerability presents different level of threat, it is necessary to apply an appropriate prioritization policy [2] , [3] .
Although very hard to achieve, a quantitative risk assessment and a unified evaluation process are preferred to make 1 https://nvd.nist.gov/ comparisons among security issues. Therefore, the National Infrastructure Advisory Council (NIAC) introduced an open standard Common Vulnerability Scoring System (CVSS) in 2005, which allows quantitative assessment of vulnerabilities' severity [4] . CVSS is widely accepted today and has become an integral part of automated vulnerability management tools based on SCAP protocol 2 [5] , [6] .
Although CVSS represents an important contribution to the security management area, it is still largely unexplored as whether CVSS scores are accurate and the most suitable for prioritization purposes [7] . In addition, the danger represented by vulnerability CVSS score does not match the risk of exploitation in the wild [6] . However, organizations need a clear answer as regards the most effective vulnerability prioritization policy for their IS [8] .
In order to improve prediction abilities, it is critical to identify features that can be observed as indicators of potential exploitations [9] . For instance, it is known that incorporating attacker characteristics in risk estimation improves its accuracy [10] . Therefore, we assume that taking into consideration attacker's characteristics improves vulnerability prioritization. Our intention is to discover alternative methods of prioritization, which would be more effective in suppressing attacks. Our study does not address the checking of CVSS scores accuracy.
To our knowledge, currently there is no general solution, which would allow assessment of effectiveness and comparisons among various vulnerability prioritization policies. Therefore, an important step of our study was to develop such a method.
The main contributions of this paper are:
• A model for evaluating the effectiveness of vulnerability prioritization policies is proposed. For this purpose a metric measuring the exposure of information system to exploitable vulnerabilities was defined.
• A vulnerability prioritization policy, which is based on CVSS vectors and attacker characteristics, is presented, and which assures faster risk reduction than policy based only on a CVSS score.
• We show that the number of threat agents, who can exploit a vulnerability, is a significantly better predictor of exploitable vulnerabilities than CVSS score. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the related work. Section III explains the model for comparing the effectiveness of various vulnerability prioritization policies. Section IV describes the evaluation and presents results of the experiment. In section V, our findings are discussed. Paper concludes with Section VI where some future plans are presented.
II. RELATED WORK
CVSS is a universal and vendor-independent scoring system for quantitative measurement of severity of software vulnerabilities. One of its main purposes is to prioritize vulnerabilities for neutralization according to the risk they present [4] . It also represents the basis for several risk assessment models [11] - [13] .
CVSS is based on three groups of attributes and equations for calculating scores (Base, Temporal and Environmental). Values of Base attributes and scores are publicly available in NVD and represent vulnerability intrinsic characteristics. Temporal attributes provide information on vulnerability changes over time. They can be specified by security analysts and vendors, yet are rare in practice. Environmental attributes represent the contextual information on an environment and can be provided only by an IS owner [4] .
CVSS has been criticised for several things. The distribution of Base score is highly bimodal and many combinations of attributes produce the same final score [4] . There are also doubts about the accuracy of scores [7] , [14] . Vulnerability Rating and Scoring System (VRSS), which is an alternative system based on CVSS attributes, achieves higher diversity of scores [14] , [15] . However, there is no evidence that VRSS scores are more representative than CVSS scores [7] . Besides, there are several types of bias that impact the data in vulnerability databases, which suppress accurate statistical analysis [16] .
It is frequently pointed out in literature that CVSS Base score, when applied alone, is not suitable for vulnerability prioritization purposes [5] , [17] . The most extreme claim says that using CVSS score is almost as effective as a random approach [6] . The reason for such conclusions is the fact that many vulnerabilities with a high severity score are never exploited in the wild [17] .
A good risk factor, which can be used for making predictions about future exploitations, is the information about presence of exploit in the black markets [6] . Unfortunately, CVSS Temporal data, which are supposed to provide such information and would allow good predictions [3] , are not available in NVD. They exist in limited sizes and in various forms on vendor sites and other services, making them inconvenient for end users. Indirectly, the need for Temporal data was also expressed by security experts in an experiment conducted by Holm and Khan [7] .
In such situation, alternative methods are needed to improve proactive security. It may be achieved on the development side by way of predicting vulnerable software components [18] , [19] or predicting the number of vulnerability discoveries in the future [20] . However, more critical is a deployment part, where the risk estimation of already known vulnerabilities is required. The authors of CVSS standard try to improve its comprehensiveness by providing better descriptions of vulnerabilities. Each new release of CVSS standard has introduced some major changes and additions within the set of attributes [21] , [22] .
Nonetheless, numerous other factors strongly impact the risk and are unaccounted yet with the existing approaches. One of them is assessing risk with respect to adversary intent and capabilities, since there is a human agent with a motivation behind each attack [23] . Therefore, we have assumed that the system security may be improved by considering the attacker characteristics in vulnerability prioritization.
III. A MODEL FOR EVALUATION OF VULNERABILITY PRIORITIZATION POLICIES
This section is divided into five subsections. Subsection III-A presents the idea for considering attacker characteristic in vulnerability prioritization, Subsections III-B, III-C and III-D define key variables for evaluation of vulnerability exploitation by threat agents, and Subsection III-E presents the evaluation model for measuring the effectiveness of prioritization policies.
A. CONSIDERING ATTACKER CHARACTERISTICS IN VULNERABILITY PRIORITIZATION
Vulnerabilities have to be prioritized according to the risk they represent for IS. The question is whether a higher CVSS Base score always means also a higher risk. Equation (1) shows that the security risk depends on a number of factors [24] , whereat in this case threats deserve special attention. Namely, vulnerabilities are goods used by attackers and therefore, appertain to human types of threats.
So as to carry out a successful attack an attacker ought to have three things: methods (skills, knowledge, tools, etc.), opportunity and motivation [25] . An important influencing factor is also the expected impact as it is seen from (2) [26] . Based on these facts it has been concluded that the exploitation of vulnerability depends on attackers' characteristics. Simply said, when two vulnerabilities have equal CVSS Base score, the one which is exploitable by more attackers represents a higher risk. Threat = f (Capability, Opportunity, Motivation, Expected Impact) (2) However, some of the vulnerabilities with high CVSS scores are not even exploitable in the wild. Instead of merely observing CVSS Base score, it is better to find alternative approaches for making better predictions of future exploitations.
We reasonably assume that the effectiveness of vulnerability prioritization may be improved by taking into consideration the attacker characteristics. The study further assumes that vulnerability with a greater number of potential attackers is more likely to be exploited. The question is how to define the relationship between the attacker's characteristics and the properties of vulnerability in regard to exploitation. The second important question is how to measure the effectiveness of a policy and compare it with others.
The main challenge is to define the borderline requirements of a potential attacker seeking exploitation of an individual vulnerability. For this purpose, detailed information on vulnerability and attacker is required.
According to CVSS standard, each vulnerability is described with a CVSS vulnerability vector. This is a group of qualitative attributes, which provide basic information on opportunities for exploitation, required attacker capabilities, and potential impact. Currently available data in NVD appertain to CVSSv2 release of the standard, which defines attributes according to Table 1 . CVSSv3 vulnerability data is only available a short time and slightly upgrades the attribute model.
Similarly, there are some threat libraries, which define typical groups of attackers. One such initiative, suitable for our purposes is Threat Agent Library (TAL) [27] . Threat agents are described by eight attributes given in Table 2 , where all except two (Outcome and Objectives) are defined by ordered sets of values. The values are ordered from the least to the most serious.
TAL defines 21 threat agent archetypes, which according to the authors' opinion represent all typical groups of attackers in common environment. At this point, the exploitation condition has to be defined in order to find out, whether individual threat agent from this library is a candidate to exploit a vulnerability with a given CVSS vector. For this purpose we define the following Boolean function:
Function isExploited follows the definition of a human threat, which is given by (2) . It depends on characteristics of a threat agent as well as on properties of vulnerability. However, for prioritization purposes we need a total number of threat agents from TAL, who can exploit a vulnerability with a given CVSS vector. Therefore, they are counted in variable TAC (Threat Agent Count). It is defined by (4), where TRUE values are evaluated as 1 and FALSE as 0.
According to our expectations, it is first necessary to remove vulnerabilities with a greater number of threat agents so as to reduce the greatest risks. In our case, it means that VOLUME 5, 2017 vulnerability with the highest TAC value is removed first. If two vulnerabilities have equal TAC values, the first found is removed first. We call this policy HTAC (Highest Threat Agent Count), which corresponds to the method of selecting vulnerabilities to be removed.
In the following subsections, the definitions of variables capability, opportunity and motivation from function isExploited are specified.
B. CAPABILITY FOR VULNERABILITY EXPLOITATION
At first a threat agent needs sufficient level of capability to be successful at vulnerability exploitation. Capability depends on its skills and resources. Therefore, in (5) we defined the variable agentCapability, which is the product of ordinal values of agent's Skills and Resources attributes. Ordinal values are given in Table 3 next to the attributes. Skills has 4 and Resources has 6 different values, which produce 24 domain values of variable agentCapability.
Vulnerabilities differ in their complexity, which is determined through the Access Complexity CVSS attribute (Table 1) . It defines three levels of complexity: LOW, MEDIUM and HIGH. Threat agents with higher capability are capable of exploiting more complex vulnerabilities. Therefore, we divided agentCapability domain values into three equally large intervals, with 8 values in each interval. Higher value represents higher agent capability. Finally, the Boolean capability variable from (3) is calculated according to the conditions in the Table 4 .
Allow us to take an example with the following CVSS vulnerability vector, which is one of the most frequent ones in the NVD database: [AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:P/I:P/A:P]
From AC:M it may be recognized that the value of Access Complexity attribute is MEDIUM. Therefore, agentCapability must be greater than 8 for successful exploitation (see Table 4 ). Let us calculate now the capability variable for Data Miner threat agent. It has Agent.Skills = ADEPT and Agent.Resources = TEAM, which results in the following calculation:
It was found that Data miner possesses enough capability to exploit CVSS vector [AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:P/I:P/ A:P].
C. AN OPPORTUNITY OFFERED BY VULNERABILITY
In general vulnerabilities are opportunities for threat agents to exploit the IS. However, various constraints exist on both sides and determine whether vulnerability may be exploited by a threat agent. Therefore, the Boolean variable opportunity is calculated in our model according to (7) from the following three components: accessOpportunity, authOpportunity and objectiveOpportunity. All three conditions have to be met for a threat agent to get sufficient opportunity of vulnerability exploitation.
The most obvious is the constraint of access to vulnerability. CVSS distinguishes three difficulty levels (Table 1) . Vulnerabilities, which are exploitable over the internet, allow for the easiest access (Access Vector = NETWORK). Everyone has an opportunity to do it on its own. Hence, the value of accessOpportunity variable is TRUE for all threat agents in this case. The hardest thing is to access vulnerabilities, which are exploitable only on a local computer (Access Vector = LOCAL). In this case, the opportunity is narrowed down only to threat agents with an internal access to vulnerable component. There are vulnerabilities between these extremes. These vulnerabilities are exploitable from adjacent networks (Access Vector = ADJACENT NETWORK). We define that such vulnerabilities represent sufficient opportunity for threat agents, who can get help from the others. Conditions to calculate Boolean variable accessOpportunity are given in Table 5 . In case of vector [AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:P/I:P/ A:P], the value of accessOpportunity is TRUE, due to vulnerability Access Vector is NETWORK (AV:N). Therefore, Data Miner recognises this vector as an opportunity to access the target.
In many cases an authentication to the system is required prior to actual exploitation of vulnerability. As known every authentication can leave traces. Therefore, exploitation of such vulnerability is not an opportunity for anyone. Threat agents differ in their Visibility attribute, which sets forth to what extent they are prepared to reveal their identity. CVSS specifies three values of vulnerability Authentication attribute. However, our model distinguishes only two types of threat agent behaviour. Vulnerabilities, which do not require any authentication (Authentication = NONE), represent opportunity for everybody. All the other vulnerabilities are opportunities only for threat agents, who are not concerned about disclosure of their identity. Conditions are defined in Table 6 . CVSS vector [AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:P/I:P/A:P] shows that vulnerability Authentication attribute value is NONE (Au:N). Such a vulnerability is an opportunity for anyone (see Table 6 ). Therefore, the value of authOpportunity is TRUE. Data miner reveals the absence of authentication as an opportunity.
The third opportunity component is objectiveOpportunity. Vulnerability has to give the threat agent an opportunity to achieve his/her specific objectives. Threat agent objectives are enumerated in Table 2 . Each action to achieve objective threatens the IS in at least one security context: confidentiality (C), integrity (I) or availability (A). In (8) threat agent Objective attributes from Table 2 are grouped into corresponding sets C, I and A.
On the other hand the CVSS vulnerability vectors denote, which security contexts can be threatened by exploitation of a vulnerability (Impact attributes in Table 1 ). When vulnerability impact and threat agent objective appertain to the same context, vulnerability represents an opportunity for a threat agent. This is defined by (9) .
The CVSS vector [AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:P/I:P/ A:P] reveals that vulnerability has an impact on confidentiality, integrity and availability. All Impact attributes have value PARTIAL (C:P/I:P/A:P). Data Miner's objective is COPY, which appertains to the confidentiality set C. Based on (9) we conclude that objectiveOpportunity variable is TRUE, since vulnerability and Data Miner have confidentiality context in common.
At this point it was discovered that all opportunity criteria in our example are met and therefore the Boolean variable opportunity is TRUE. Hence, it was concluded that Data Miner recognizes the CVSS vulnerability vector [AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:P/I:P/A:P] as an opportunity.
D. MOTIVATION FOR VULNERABILITY EXPLOITATION
Threat agent motivation for vulnerability exploitation depends on several attributes. Therefore, we define a Boolean motivation variable as a combination of three components: hostility, desired outcome and meeting the legal and ethical limits:
Vulnerability exploitation is a domain of hostile threat agents only. Their intention is to cause damage or take advantage in an unjust way. They are recognized by threat agent Intent attribute. motiveHostile is calculated as follows:
Motivated threat agent has at least one outcome in his/her mind. Therefore, motivation to achieve something hostile may be determined by the threat agent Outcome attribute. motiveOutcome is calculated as follows:
Some threat agents have legal and ethical limits by way of which the extent to which they are prepared to break the law is defined. For this purpose TAL sets forth Limits an attribute with four different values. They are presented in Table 2 . Threat agents are interested in using only vulnerability vectors according to their needs and limitations. For example, agents who strictly comply with the law are not interested in exploitation of any vulnerability (Agent.Limits = CODE OF CONDUCT). On the other hand, threat agents without limitations do not hesitate to exploit any vulnerability (EXTRA LEGAL MAJOR).
Amid these extremes there are threat agents with LEGAL limitations. They act within the limits of applicable laws. Therefore, they are interested in vulnerabilities which allow legally permitted activities. In line with our interpretation, only vulnerability vectors with Confidentiality impact attribute value PARTIAL meet up this condition (C:P). Such threat agents are interested in reading specific information yet do not cause direct harm.
Threat agents with EXTRA LEGAL MINOR limitations may break the law in relatively minor, non-violent ways, such as minor vandalism or trespass. Therefore, they are interested only in vulnerabilities which allow for such activities. Consistent with our interpretation, they are interested in vulnerability vectors with PARTIAL impact in either security context (confidentiality or integrity or availability) as well as in vectors with COMPLETE confidentiality impact (C:P or I:P or A:P or C:C). Following our opinion, public disclosure of confidential information does not represent such a huge offense as destruction or damage.
TABLE 7. Allowed vulnerability vectors (V ) according to the threat agent Limits attribute.
Boolean variable motiveMeetLimits is calculated according to (13) , where cvssVect is a vulnerability vector to exploit and V is a set of allowed vectors according to threat agent limitations. They are defined in Table 7 .
Calculating now the Boolean motivation variable for vulnerability vector [AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:P/I:P Table 7 (all three impact attribute values C:P, I:P and A:P are of interest for Data miner). We have concluded that Data Miner is motivated for exploitation of vulnerability vector [AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:P/I:P/A:P], given that all motivation conditions are met.
Now isExploited function may be evaluated. Vulnerability vector [AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:P/I:P/A:P] is exploitable by Data Miner because it is capable to exploit it (capability = TRUE), vulnerability represents opportunity for the agent (opportunity = TRUE) and agent is motivated for vulnerability exploitations (motivation = TRUE).
E. MODEL FOR EVALUATING THE EFFECTIVENESS OF VULNERABILITY PRIORITIZATION POLICIES
In order to verify hypotheses, a suitable measurement instrument has to be developed, which would allow for quantitative comparisons of effectiveness of different vulnerability prioritization policies. According to our knowledge, there is no such method, which would allow such comparisons. The existing studies mainly dealt with the accuracy of CVSS scores and their usefulness.
An effective vulnerability prioritization policy has to fix vulnerabilities according to real danger they represent for the IS. In reality, only a part of vulnerabilities is exploitable at any moment. Fixing vulnerabilities just because of high CVSS score is not the most efficient approach, because this score is simply not a good predictor of exploitations in the wild. Significantly better results may be achieved by fixing vulnerabilities, for which proof-of-concept exploits exist, or even better in response to exploit presence in the black market [6] .
The most effective policy has to remove exploitable and very likely exploitable vulnerabilities first, since they represent the highest risk for IS. However, information on the existence of exploits is not always available and in secrecy constantly appear new exploits. Therefore, in order to improve the effectiveness of vulnerability prioritization, methods for making predictions about likely future exploitations are needed. The lower the number of exploitable vulnerabilities in IS, the lower the exposure of IS to threat is. Therefore, a good method to compare the effectiveness of policies is to measure the exposure of IS to exploitable vulnerabilities.
Based on the latter fact, a metric for comparing the effectiveness of policies may be defined. The number of exploitable vulnerabilities in IS changes over time since vulnerability with the highest priority is removed with each step of policy application. Let the set of remaining exploitable vulnerabilities in IS on i-th step be E i . Then the exposure of IS to exploitable vulnerabilities in time frame [0..k] can be defined as presented in (14), where k is the number of times the policy has been used to remove vulnerabilities from the IS. According to this definition, the lower value of ExposureEV k represents higher policy effectiveness.
An experiment will be carried out to evaluate the proposed metric as to individual policy. For this purpose, existing credible data is required. Vulnerability data may be found in various data sources. We are interested in data on all discovered vulnerabilities in the observed period as well as in data on their exploitation in practice. To get a complete picture of each vulnerability, all these data must be integrated into a common database.
A complete list of all discovered vulnerabilities with their properties is available in the NVD database. Unfortunately, similar database of all exploited vulnerabilities does not exist. There are some datasets that can be used to draw conclusions on the exploitation of individual vulnerabilities. One such database, which is often used for research purposes, is EDB (Exploit-db). 3 It is an archive of all sorts of exploits. Furthermore, it is CVE compliant (CVE, Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures). This database also represents the basis for penetration testing. Among other resources, we need to mention specific vulnerability lists that are related to certain groups of exploitation. One such resource is the list of vulnerabilities used in exploitation kits and available on the black market (EKITS). 4 For the purpose of our experiment, data from NVD, EDB and EKITS databases have been used. Firstly, the interest was focused in the effectiveness of the proposed HTAC policy and its comparison with the other existing methods. Another interesting question is how much these policies are better than the random order of removal. However, we are also interested in prediction abilities of each method in regard to exploitations. Therefore, the experiment shall statistically analyse, how fast individual methods can remove exploitable vulnerabilities.
IV. EVALUATION
Evaluation of the proposed model took place in three steps:
• Calculation of TAC values of all CVSS vectors and all vulnerabilities used in the experiment.
• Comparison of the effectiveness of policies.
• Evaluation of policy prediction abilities. The CVSS vector is composed of 6 attributes, which produce 729 different combinations altogether. In Table 8 , the left most column presents all TAC values, based on 21 threat agents from TAL. TAC never exceeded the value 18. The ''CVSS Vect.'' column represents the numbers of CVSS vectors, with the same TAC value. Table 9 presents the number of CVSS vectors exploitable by individual threat agents from TAL.
In the experiment, NVD database in the period from 2010 to 2016 was used. In total, there were 41,823 vulnerabilities. The number of vulnerabilities from NVD with the same TAC value are presented in Table 8 in NVD column. Among them, there are 2,416 vulnerabilities, for which proof-ofconcept (PoC) exploits exist in EDB database (EDB column). Therefore, they are called PoC vulnerabilities. Moreover, 95 exploitable vulnerabilities from the same period were also evaluated. All these vulnerabilities are exploited in the wild and they are recorded in the EKITS database (EKITS column).
The effectiveness of the policy is much more dependent on frequent CVSS vectors than on the less frequent ones. In addition, the CVSS vectors that occur frequently in EDB deserve greater attention than less frequent ones. Therefore, both databases were evaluated in terms of CVSS vector frequency as well as their TAC values and CVSS scores. The most frequent CVSS vectors from NVD database are listed in Table 10 , the most frequent CVSS vectors from EDB in Table 11 and vectors from EKITS in Table 12 . The tables in %PoC column represent the share of NVD vulnerabilities based on the current CVSS vector for which a PoC exploit in EDB database exists. In the second step of evaluation, the effectiveness of several policies was compared. They are listed in Table 13 . CVSS gives priority to vulnerabilities with the highest CVSS Score. Its calculation is defined in [21] . Similarly, the VRSS method gives priority to vulnerabilities with the highest VRSS Score. The VRSS Score calculation is defined in [14] . The FIFO method may be equated with a random approach. This policy eliminates vulnerabilities in order they randomly appear in the IS. HTAC policy gives priority to vulnerabilities, which are exploitable by the highest number of threat agents (the highest TAC value). When two vulnerabilities have the same TAC value then the first found is first removed.
Two additional methods, which take into account the TAC value, were added to the list of policies. Namely, several CVSS vectors have exactly the same CVSS score. Therefore, it is reasonable in such case to give priority to a vulnerability having a higher TAC value. A policy that follows this rule is named FSTA. Similarly, several CVSS vectors have exactly the same TAC value. In such a case it makes sense to give priority to a vulnerability that has a higher CVSS score. Policy based on this rule is FATS.
Evaluation has to be carried out in an environment that guarantees exactly the same conditions for all compared policies. At the same time, the experimental environment must reflect the properties of a common IS. Since modern ISs consist of several various applications, the vulnerabilities of experimental information system can be represented by random vulnerabilities from NVD. The experimental environment was build as follows:
• An instance of IS was created with an empty list of vulnerabilities.
• 1,000 random vulnerabilities from NVD database were added to IS. Those with the existing PoC exploits in EDB are recognized as exploitable vulnerabilities or PoC vulnerabilities. VOLUME 5, 2017
• For each policy from Table 13 one security guard was added to the system.
• At the start of simulation each security guard received its own clone of IS instance in order to assure exactly the same starting conditions. Simulation model was implemented by way of applying the Recursive Porous Agent Simulation Toolkit (RePast) that is a free and open source agent-based modelling and simulation environment [28] . The effectiveness of policies was measured by ExposureEV k metric. Single simulation took 1,000 steps. In each step one vulnerability was fixed in each IS according to the policy priorities. After 1,000 steps all vulnerabilities were removed from all ISs. The main focus of evaluation in each simulation step was the number of remaining exploitable vulnerabilities in IS. Fig.1 shows the counting of remaining PoC vulnerabilities in a typical simulation process. In the presented case: at the start of the simulation, there were 56 PoC vulnerabilities out of 1,000. Some policies succeeded to remove all the PoC vulnerabilities before the end of simulation.
The effectiveness of policies (ExposureEV k ) was measured after each quarter of simulation: at 25% (step k = 250), 50% (k = 500), 75% (k = 750) and 100% (k = 1000). Simulation was run 1,000 times for each policy, which thus represents a large sample. Each member of sample (each run) is independent and identically distributed over the sample. Results are presented in Table 14 (mean values) and Table 15 (standard deviations). The pairwise comparisons of the mean values can be done by Z -test. In the last evaluation step we observed how many PoC vulnerabilities were fixed in each quarter of simulation by each policy. Policies with better prediction abilities remove more PoC vulnerabilities in earlier quarters. Results are presented in Table 16 .
V. DISCUSSION
Out of 21 threat agents from TAL Library, only 18 may exploit at least one CVSS vector (see Table 9 ). The highest TAC value is 18, yet only four vectors have this value (see Table 8 ). Another important observation is that less than 10% of vectors has a TAC value greater than 10. Moreover, most CVSS vectors have a TAC value equal to 0 (more than 20% of vectors).
However, when considering actual vulnerabilities (columns NVD, EDB and EKITS in Table 8 ), it may be found that a vast majority of vulnerabilities have a TAC value greater than zero. Hence, it may be concluded that vectors with a TAC value equal to zero rarely appear in real environments. 67% EDB and 96% EKITS vulnerabilities have TAC value greater than 10, however in NVD less than 50% of vulnerabilities have so high TAC value. The average TAC value is higher in EDB and EKITS databases, which represent exploitable vulnerabilities (see Table 17 ). We conclude that on average exploitable vulnerabilities have higher TAC values than non-exploitable. Table 10 ). Its TAC value is 5, which is quite low. It is the most frequent CVSS vector among vulnerabilities in NVD, and 5.79% of them are also found in EDB (%PoC column). Summary data on these vulnerabilities in NVD prove that 3,607 out of 4,764 are XSS vulnerabilities, which is 80%. Interestingly, several authors claim that XSS vulnerabilities are assigned wrong CVSS vector. In addition to partially compromised integrity, XSS also allows partial compromising of confidentiality and availability [7] , [14] . Such CVSS vector has a TAC value 13, which indicates that it is exploitable by much more threat agents.
A very common CVSS vector in NVD database is also [AV:A/AC:M/Au:N/C:P/I:P/A:P]. It is assigned to 1,423 vulnerabilities (eighth row in Table 10 ). Its TAC value is 13, which is quite high. However, in EDB database, a single vulnerability with this vector may not be found (0.0 value in %PoC column). A detailed overview of vulnerability summary in NVD reveals that the vast majority of these vulnerabilities (1,380 vulnerabilities amounting to 97%) have been disclosed in a relatively short time (in the last three months of 2014) and all relate to the same issue, ''library does not verify X.509 certificates from SSL servers, which allows man-in-the-middle attackers to spoof servers and obtain sensitive information via a crafted certificate''. The fact is that all these vulnerabilities have the same cause and that the response has been quick and massive. Otherwise, this CVSS vector is not so frequent in NVD database.
Results in Table 14 prove that the use of TAC value for vulnerability prioritization purposes is useful. HTAC policy assures 9% lower exposure to PoC vulnerabilities than CVSS. In the first quarter the method is even 20% more efficient than CVSS. FATS policy, which is similar to HTAC, yet takes into account also the CVSS score when TAC values are equal, achieved even a slightly better result. Statistically there are no differences between them. A similar situation may be observed when comparing CVSS and FSTA. VRSS method proves to be 6% worse than CVSS, while FIFO approach is 22% worse than CVSS (two sample Z -test for mean is used in all tests, α = 0.01).
However, it is interesting that FIFO policy is slightly better than CVSS in the first quarter (see Table 14 ). The reason being that CVSS eliminates only vulnerabilities with the highest CVSS score in the first quarter, while FIFO removes vulnerabilities with arbitrary score. From Table 11 it is obvious that PoC vulnerabilities do not always have the highest CVSS scores. VOLUME 5, 2017 The greater effectiveness of HTAC and FATS may be attributed to the fact that they have better prediction abilities. They remove higher number of PoC vulnerabilities in the first quarter of simulation than other policies (see Table 16 ). However, this is a very important feature, as there is the highest number of PoC vulnerabilities in IS at the very beginning, representing a higher risk. While the CVSS policy neutralizes vulnerabilities in the order from CRITICAL to LOW, HTAC policy neutralizes MEDIUM vulnerabilities in the first quarter as well. We concluded that TAC value is a good indicator of vulnerability exploitability. Higher the TAC value of vulnerability, PoC exploit for that vulnerability is more likely to exist. Finally, the model certainly has some limitations. The simulated environment is a rough approximation of the situation in the wild. Attackers are a hidden population and we can only assume their characteristics (intents and behaviour). Furthermore, we have used the TAL library, which is just one possible description of the attackers. There are also other interesting characteristics that this library does not address. One such characteristic, which can be useful for measuring the effectiveness of prioritization policies, is the size of each group of threat agents.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The paper focuses on proactive security, where it is crucial that the most severe vulnerabilities are to be removed first. The information system owner has to apply an effective prioritization policy to reduce risk. For this purposes the CVSS base score is commonly used, but several studies showed that it is not a good predictor of exploitable vulnerabilities. Alternative approaches with better prediction abilities are required. Furthermore, it is largely unexplored how effective is CVSS score compared to other methods. And this is where the main contribution of this research paper comes in.
Studies from security area suggest that incorporating attacker characteristics in risk estimation improves its accuracy. Therefore, the impact of attacker characteristics on vulnerability exploitation was examined. We have shown that the number of threat agents, which can exploit vulnerability, is a significantly better predictor of exploitable vulnerabilities comparing to CVSS score.
Moreover, the paper proposes a model for evaluating the effectiveness of vulnerability prioritization policies. For this purpose the paper defines a metric for measuring the exposure of IS to exploitable vulnerabilities. Our proposed HTAC method based on CVSS vectors and attacker characteristics, assures faster risk reduction than policy based only on a CVSS score.
In the future work, the model may expand in two directions. The first one is to take into account the size of threat agent groups in calculating TAC values. The other one is to include specific features of an information system that attract attackers into the model. Both extensions together represent a possibility for adapting the presented model to specific information system environments.
